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Our paper in FEBS Letters [I] provoked a reaction 
by Pohajdak and Dixon, mainly claiming that the evolu- 
tion of the intron/exon pattern in globin genes can only 
be explained in terms of intron loss and independent 
intron gain. A crucial point in their commentary is the 
operational definition of intron homology. By defini- 
tion the adjective ‘homologous’ refers to common evo- 
lutionary origin [2.3]. Thus homologous introns are as- 
sumed to have a common origin. Introns located both 
in conserved position and phase, when the proteins are 
properly aligned, are thought to be homologous. The 
introns located in the B and G helices of vertebrates and 
higher plant globin genes meet these criteria and it is 
generally accepted that they were present in the very 
same positions in their common ancestor. However, the 
definition of homologous introns would not exclude 
those introns that have moved from an ancestral posi- 
tion to a secondarily acquired one. Pohajdak and Dixon 
argue that such a displacement is too unlikely. and they 
state that “The splice junctions must conserve phase 
and sequence on each side, before they can be said to 
have a common origin” [4]. The immediate consequence 
is that they have to classify introns that do not meet 
these criteria as non-homologous introns resulting from 
independent insertion events. This leads to bizarre evo- 
lutionary schemes involving frequent intron loss and 
intron gain as depicted in Fig. 2 of the cited work [4]. 

Since our paper and the one by Dixon and Pohajdak 
[4] were published, three more globin gene structures 
have been reported. Much like PseLtrk)terrallo~Lt tkecipi- 
ens. the Ascaris ,SUIII~Z globin gene consists of two re- 
peats, or domains. presumably as a result of a gene 
duplication event. and an intron separates the exon con- 
taining the leader sequence from the remainder of the 
gene. Three more introns are localized in sequence re- 
gions of the first repeat encoding the B (BlZ?/phase 2). 
E (EUphase 1) and G (G6/G7; phase 0) helices, respec- 
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tively. However, the second repeat of the Ascaris gene 
has also three introns in identical positions and phases. 
whereas the second repeat of the Pseudotrrrunow gene 
has retained only the intron localized in the region en- 
coding the B helix [5]. A clear example of intron loss in 
closely related species. The Pmmeciurn catdutwn 
haemoglobm gene is a single gene. which is interrupted 
by only one intron in the E helix [6]. An alternative 
alignment places the intron at position (F2/F3: phase 0). 
Either way. its position does not coincide with the plant 
central intron. Is this one more example of independent 
intron insertion? 

The globin gene of the green alga C~zbn?l,~~onzonns 
ezrgumetos has three introns [7]. The first intron divides 
the B helix (B5/B6: phase 0). the second intron is located 
near the end of the E helix (E 19/E20: phase 0). the third 
one near the end of the F helix (F9/FlO: phase 0) (align- 
ment assuming the D helix and part of the CD interhelix 
region to be absent). None aligns with the position of 
any other globin intron reported thus far. Yet. there are 
three introns as in plants; are they all three resulting 
from independent insertion events? Instead. we believe 
that these introns are, in fact homologous. 

We have interpreted intron location at non-conserva- 
tive positions or phase as resulting from ‘sliding’. The 
term sliding was first used by Craik et al. [8,9] to de- 
scribe alteration of intron position in the genes for 
serine protease and dihydrofolate reductase. These al- 
terations coincided with internal length differences in 
the polypeptide. We have extended the meaning of ‘slid- 
ing’ to include every displacement of an intron along a 
sequence irrespective of the precise mechanism in- 
volved. Obviously. the mechanism of the displacement 
will be different: to avoid confusion. we will therefore 
use the neutral term ‘displacement’ in our further dis- 
cussion. 

The fact that the mechanism of intron displacement 
is unknown does not preclude it happening. There are 
many gene structures, the evolution of which can be 
reasonably understood by assuming intron displace- 
ment events. For example. Cnerw~xthditis cdegmr pos- 
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Ftg. 1. Evolutionary conservatton of intron posittons in C. elegans pgp and human h4DR genes. The rectangle represents the coding region of a 
P-glycoprotein cDNA. Transmembrane domains are symbolized by filled bars, the nucleotide binding consensus motifs by stippled bars. The 
hatched box represents the so-called linker region. Arrows indicate mtron posttions relative to the cDNAs. Thick, hatched arrows denote introns 
that are conserved between at least two sequences with respect to mtron phase and coding context. (Figure taken from [I?] with permission of J. 

Mol Biol.). 

sesses four GAPDHase genes (gpd-1 through gpd-4). 
Gpd-1 and gpd-4 are nearly identical (99% identity) with 
respect to coding sequence information and to the posi- 
tion and phase of two introns. The genes gpd-2 and 
gpd-3 are also nearly identical to each other and they are 
very similar to the gpd-I, gpd-4 couple, but their two 
introns are inserted at different positions with respect 
to the former [lo]. Is it realistic to preclude these introns 
from being homologous? Internal similarities in the rab- 
bit muscle phospho-fructokinase gene clearly suggest 
that this gene evolved from an ancestral gene by dupli- 
cation and divergence. The amino-terminal half of this 
gene contains 12 introns, the second half has 9 introns. 
None of these matches any intron in the first half of the 
gene [1 11. Must we accept that all nine result from inde- 
pendent insertion events? The P-glycoprotein gene fam- 
ily of C. &guns consists of four homologues termed 
pgp-I (mapped to chromosome IV), pgp-2 (chromo- 
some I), pgp-3 and pgp4 (chromosome X). The detailed 
structure of pgp-I and pgp3 was recently studied by 
Lincke et al. [12]. Both genes are analogous to mammal- 
ian P-glycoprotein genes in structure and deduced pro- 
tein sequence. However, the mammalian gene has 26 
introns in its coding sequence, pgp-I has 13 introns of 
which four are inserted at a conserved position and 
phase, and pgp3 has 12 introns of which 5 are homolo- 
gous to their mammalian counterpart by the criteria of 
Dixon and Pohajdak [4], yet pgp-1 and pgp-3 share only 
one intron by these criteria (Fig. 1). We do believe that 
these examples point to the combined action of intron 
loss and intron displacement rather than de novo inser- 
tion. 

Pohajdak and Dixon raise the unknown mechanism 
of displacement of introns as an insurmountable obsta- 
cle, but by which mechanism would non-homologous 
introns insert repeatedly? The problem of intron dis- 
placement has been addressed by Martinez et al. [13] at 
length. Their model comprises four consecutive steps: 
excision of the intron, re-insertion into a nearby site of 
the pre-mRNA via reversible transesterification, reverse 
transcription of the modified pre-mRNA, and homolo- 
gous recombination via gene conversion. Crucial steps 
such as RNA-mediated recombination and gene con- 
version were recently shown to occur in the yeast Sac- 

charomyces cerevisiae [14]. This model avoids problems 
of phase alteration, and implies that genuine homolo- 
gous introns are re-inserted (or eventually removed: in- 
tron diminution) in the original gene or a copy of that 
gene. This model also predicts that intron loss would 
tend to be more readily achieved than re-insertion, and 
this is precisely what we attempted to visualize in our 
Fig. 3 [l]: loss of introns from a common ancestral 
globin gene has occurred independently in the course of 
evolution. The legend clearly states: “note that the dia- 
gram depicted is not a phylogenetic representation”. On 
the bottom line is the 4 exon, 3 intron ancestral globin 
gene, and on the top line are the intronless genes; the 
general evolutionary tendency is to remove introns irre- 
spective of the divergence path. Eventually it should be 
possible to reconstruct the real genealogy of life and to 
fit the evolution of the globin gene to each branch of the 
tree precisely. But this is certainly premature at present; 
phylogeny is still poorly understood [15] and data on 
globin gene structure are too fragmentary. 

We would like to reply to some specific objections 
raised by Pohajdak and Dixon. Obviously we wanted to 
confirm Lewin’s hypothesis, quoted as Reference 3 in 
[1], and extend it to the globin gene structures available 
today. The putative C. elegans globin and the Arternia 
T4 repeat were not at all presented as examples but 
because they were never published as such. 

The drafting errors in Fig. 2 are regretted, and the 
corrected figure is enclosed (Fig. 2). We have probed a 
cDNA library from C. elegans and confirmed expres- 
sion of the globin and removal of the central intron [I 61. 
Some potential signal sequence was found to precede 
the first methionine but since the gene from which it 
originates has not yet been identified it is premature to 
conclude that it is a signal sequence. We are surprised 
to hear from Pohajdak and Dixon that “nematode 
globins are extracellular”, no such rule of nature having 
been substantiated, and even more so that “the other 
Arternia globin genes contain no introns” since this is 
not known. 

In our Fig. 1, the H helix, clearly bracketed and 
headed as such, was sited at both ends of the alignment 
as a service to readers. In commenting on Table I, Po- 
hajdak and Dixon have confused the intron under dis- 
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A: CAENORHABDITIS ELEGANS GLOBIN GENE. 

39,340 39,330 39,130 

I Pre-A.. .El z:-51 
. . . atatttttca d= qaaaaatqtcgatq...aqtgaqa ttaqtattaaca... 

~ _M__S_ .M ~.~ S 
1ntron 1ntron 
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E4 5 6 HC8 9 10 
. . . ccaattcca atttqacaaa . . . ccacatqtttaa . ..aataaacaaaqta... 

F D K _9- -H _V_ 

B: AR!l’EPfIA T3/T4/T5 GLOBIN GENE REPEATS. 

?-$+&ii+ tqagaaa...aqataqatgaa $~;‘$:$Y;. . 

Precodlng Intron 

T~c2g+aag...at.. . ..ttttgcaqi~. .I 
1ntra repeat 1ntron 

~+taaqctgc.. .tttcqaa.. .EJETJ?Ji 
Precodinq Intron 

Fig. 2. Gene orgamzation of the C &guns globin and of repeat T4 of Artemza. (A) Partial nucleotide sequence of the C rleguns globin gene showmg 
splice junctions Exons are boxed. Numbers refer to the sequence of the template strand insert in cosmid zk 637 (from Ref. 6 m [l]). Deduced coding 

strand sequence is shown for convenience. Hehx notation as m Fig 1. Amino acids are given by the smgle letter code underneath the second base 
of each codon. (B) Partial nucleotide sequence of Arten~ia T3/T4/T5 globin repeats showing splice junctions. Exons are boxed. Helix notation as 

in Fig 1. 

cussion (not B12, but the intron preceding it). We agree 
with Dixon et al. [17] that the alignment of nematode 
globin sequences with other species is convincing be- 
tween residues B5 and F9. Proximal alignment is diffi- 
cult but should nevertheless be addressed. Options are 
limited if B5-F9 are accepted and further limited if 
structure within the globin family is as conserved as is 
suggested by presently known globin structures. Al- 
though no alignment is unequivocal in that region, the 
alternatives offered in Fig. 1 and Table I score highest 
against Bashford’s template and are worthy of discus- 
sion. The first implies a Sresidue AB region and an 
intron near A3, both of which are unprecedented. The 
second requires deletion of Bl-B4 and of AB, and 
places an intron between domains, all three of which 
points are precedented. 

We stress that the evolution of nuclear, intron-con- 
taining genes, here exemplified by the globin genes, by 
a combination of loss, displacement and strict conserva- 
tion, is fully compatible with the assumption that in- 
trons were involved in the initial assembly of primordial 
protein-coding genes (introns early) [ 18-201. Introns 
are, indeed, frequently inserted at the borders of func- 

tional protein modules. Exceptions to this rule can be 
easily explained as resulting from secondary displace- 
ment. As the ancestral globins were likely intracellular 
and monomeric, preceding and inter-repeat introns are 
more recently acquired. In at least one case there is clear 
evidence that the insertion of an inter-repeat intron has 
accompanied globin gene duplication event [21]. The 
origin of these introns is thus different from the three 
intra-repeat introns which are relics of the ancestral 
globin gene assembly. 

We cannot definitely disprove the hypothesis of gen- 
eralized independent intron insertion that was advanced 
to explain the origin and the further evolution of introns 
(introns late) [22,23]. According to this hypothesis all 
introns would be derived from self-inserting elements. 
The regularities in the distribution of the introns are 
more difficult to reconcile with the hypothesis, however, 
and the molecular evolution of nuclear genes is more 
readily explained by a model which combines exon shuf- 
fling to create the primordial genes with a molecular 
drive of selective conservation, displacement and loss of 
introns to create the variability observed in extant 
globin genes. 
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